Story Mode P2E game.
Defender of Lifage
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❖ Darkness in Lifage: Arrival of the Hades
The Armageddon warship, controlled by 12 generals, is
approaching the surface of Planet Lifage. In quest for
greener planets with more abundance of living things,
and life supporting resources, The Hades, who are aliens
from the planet Askurt, have made discovery of Lifage,
and found it to contain so many of the resources they are
lacking. Sending the Acunes Generals, who have been
known to conquer many planets, are arriving at the
surface of the earth.
The Lifage planet protector, known as the Age Shields
have Spotted the appearance of the Armageddon ship
entering the Lifage atmosphere. The ship covers almost
half of the atmosphere. Upon reaching 100 km above the
ground surface, the ship divided itself into twelve
separate warships, as it had merged before reaching the
Lifage atmosphere.
Each 12 sub-division of the ship consists of a General,
and their own armies. The ships are bigger than each
other, as the rank of the General differs from each other.
From the smallest of the weakest general, to the biggest
ship of the strongest general. Upon division of the
ship,they were all dispersed to various parts of the Lifage
planet to enable their Invasion and dominance more
quicker. All 12 alien ships took an Island in each continent
to Land on, and started their invasion right from those
ISlands. Settling down to their new environment, they
begin to make plans In achieving and obtaining control of
the Planet Lifage.

❖ Armageddon Ship Settled On Lifage:
Each General is to start their Invasion plan Immediately
and ensure dominance of the Hades in every part of the
Planet Lifage.
The name of the General as their Rank Increases are
Bitco,Ethron,Tethron,Xroug,Solius,
BusDret,Dogec,Kaldot,Avas,Lunam, Cardio, Binan
The Island the Hades landed on are discovered to
Scattered across the Lifage planet, and influencing
every Horizon of their Environment
They are named as:
Silkion,Altverse,Dronp,Loktopia,Cabitco,
Sensorium,Sandiom,Enjio,Lekion,Metarug, Axiaz

❖ Lifage need to be saved: Human Voice
outs:

The settlement of the hades on Planet is vast rising since
their arrivals,as they dispatch their alien race warriors
called Armaggedios to explore the Lifage and capture
every living being on it.
The Age shield defence organisation for Lifage had been
monitoring them since their discovery. The Age shield
had made a lot of research on the Hades Alien race.
They had been invading other planets in expansion of
their Race and dominance over other creatures out there
in the Universe.
The Planet of the Hades, named Askurt, is located in the
solar system Proxima. Planet Askurt had run out of
resources for living support due to a disaster that
erupted due to it being attacked by a meteorite which
caused damage to the planet, making resources for
living insufficient for the Hades Alien race. In search for a
planet that can offer them the full life support resources
they need, Lifage was found to be the perfect match for
their race.
Panic had been on the dwellers of the Lifage planet,
who are Known as the Human.
Calling upon the Age Shield Organization, in charge of all
the Defend force on Planet Lifage to counter the Hades
and stop the Invasion.

❖ Rise of the CORAGES:

The Head of the Human Race Continents, which forms
the AGE Shield ORGANISATION came together to
discuss the issues of countering the
invasion of the Hades.
After all possible solutions, an agreement had been
made to raise up Warriors
that will be trained to fight the battle against the
Hades. At mention of this, the Head Leader of Lifage
reveal His plan He had been working on secretly,
which seem to be the best Group of Warriors to stop
the Invasion of the Hades and Save Lifage from the
disaster that is about to Happen to it.
These warriors had been In hiding, been secretly
trained for future defence of Lifage, for the purpose of
becoming the Strongest Force, that will save Lifage
from future Threats, and become the Core of Age
Shield Organization. Been given Special training to
handle any tactics of Threats, Exposed to different
situations of Battle, and well equipped with high
specialised sci-fi weapons, they are ready to finally
achieve their Purpose of their existences.The Warriors
are known as CORAGE.

❖ Rise of the CORAGES:
The hades had declared war on the Human race and
to wipe them out for their dominance upon Planet
Lifage.
Arise of the Corage, to battle and destroy the dawn of
the Hades on Lifage, and restore peace back to the
Planet. The fate and deliverance of Lifage is now in the
Hand of the Repellers. The CORAGE will be sent out to
Battle the Hades, and destroy them completely, and
save Lifage from their Invasion.
This Leads to the Arise of the Corage, to fight the
Hades and Deliver Lifage from the Invaders, and to
Restore Peace back on Lifage. Time for the Lifage to
Rise and Claim back their Planet.

